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Abstract
In this technical report an algorithms based on DEM via penalty and complementarity were validated against direct shear tests. It turned out that those two methods
can be successfully used in such simulations. This outcome is quite remarkable, since
methods handle friction and contact using vastly different ways, either from physical
or numerical angles.
Apart from reproducing those geo-mechanical tests numerically, a performance analysis was carried out. It showed DEM-C outran penalty approach when it came to the
execution time. Additionally , a couple of sensitivity analyses were conducted on. Our
aim was to show to what extent simulated mechanical system was sensitive to a change
of certain parameters’ value. The subject of the analysis in direct shear test simulation
was e. g. shearing speed. Report on each of the numerical tests is available on–line,
as well as the source codes of all the numerical tests carried out.
Keywords: direct shear test, penalty contact modeling, differential variational
inequality modeling, friction, contact
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1

Laboratory Experiments

1.1

Overview

Detailed report concerning laboratory direct shear test can be found in [4]. In this section
aspects of the test which needed to be considered during the numerical modeling were described. Mechanical parameters and geometrical dimensions of bodies used in empirical tests
were also provided.
Experiments were conducted on using a shear box divided horizontally. To allow for
tracking of individual grains (i) granular material consisted of only one layer of particles and
(ii) shear box was given a transparent front wall to enable capturing the motion of glass
beads with a digital camera.
The container consisted of the following parts made of Plexiglas:
1. shear box, consisting of one fixed (bottom) and one moving (top) frame,
2. transparent front wall (mentioned above),
3. top plate, which was exerting a normal force on the top of sheared granular material,
4. plate (or base) which could be inclined at certain angles; shear box was placed on
this plate.
Shear box was 101.96-mm-wide; its fixed half was 50.58-mm-deep and the distance between front wall and base plate was 3.3 mm. Top plate had following dimensions: 100 × 25 × 3.25 mm
(Tab. 1).
Shear box was filled out with a dry granular material made of imperfect spheres. Those
imperfect spheres were made of glass and could be modeled as ellipsoids of diameters from
the following normal distribution: N(2.84, 0.0834) mm (Tab. 2).
Table 1: Dimensions of container and top plates used in laboratory tests.

Width [mm]
Depth/Length [mm]
Gap Size/Thickness [mm]

Container’s Parts
Top Frame Bottom Frame Top Plate
101.96
101.96
100.00
–
50.58
25.00
3.30
3.30
3.25

Granular material in two different compactions – loose and dense – was used in the
experiments. In dense case, between 1303 and 1310 grains were arranged in one layer via
hexagonally close packing. In loose case, shear box was filled out with 1174 to 1214 particles
under arbitrary packing, see Fig. 1.
Normal force was applied to the shear plane by inclining the apparatus and adding a mass
on top of the granular material – via placing a top plate on it. Shear box was inclined at three
3

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Snapshots from laboratory test. Particles packed: (a) densely; (b) loosely.
different angles (18◦ , 24◦ , 30◦ ); top plates of 8.01 g, 53.64 g, 66.64 g were used. The top frame
was given two shearing speeds: 0.5 mm/min and 1.0 mm/min. For each packing compaction
a set of six tests, summarized below, was run. The apparatus was inclined at:
• 18◦ with no top plate placed on the granular material for both shear rates,
• 24◦ with 8.01 g of additional mass for both shear rates and
• 30◦ with top plate of
– 66.64 g for 0.5 mm/min shearing speed and
– 53.64 g for 1.0 mm/min shearing speed
In every test, trajectories of six chosen particles were monitored. Their horizontal and
vertical position were calculated with respect to one of the five markers located on the ground
plate (the bottom left one; see Fig. 1).
Table 2: Dimensions and material of particles used in laboratory tests.

Granular
material

Shape

Diameters distribution [mm]

Material

Ellipsoids

N(2.84, 0.0834)

Glass

4

1.2

Results

Experimental results, published in [4], were presented in this section.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Trajectories of selected particles obtained from laboratory experiments. Two plots
are provided in each sub-figure; left and right plots are obtained for Vsh = 0.5 mm/min and
Vsh = 1.0 mm/min, respectively. Particles packed densely and shear box inclined at: (a) 18◦ ;
(b) 24◦ ; (c) 30◦ .
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Trajectories of selected particles obtained from laboratory experiments. Two plots
are provided in each sub-figure; left and right plots are obtained for Vsh = 0.5 mm/min and
Vsh = 1.0 mm/min, respectively. Particles packed loosely and shear box inclined at: (a) 18◦ ;
(b) 24◦ ; (c) 30◦ .
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2.1

Numerical Simulations
Physical Side of the Simulations

Simulations of direct shear test were divided into two parts. The aim of the first one, called
settling stage, was having a container filled out with a granular material in its equilibrium
state. To obtain such samples, of two different packings (loose and dense), two different
source codes were used.
Dense compaction was achieved by arranging particles in one-layer-grid via hexagonally
close packing (34 or 35 elements per each of 38 rows, giving 1311 elements in whole grid).
Such granular material was placed in a container inclined at a certain angle. Due to the
fact that container’s width was larger than the width of the grid (in both laboratory and
numerical tests), the arrangement of settled particles was not exact but very similar to the
hexagonal close one.
To obtain loose compaction, granular material (1154 particles) was poured into the container and was allowed to gain its equilibrium state. Since the top surface of the sample was
not flat, a couple of granular material’s top rows were removed from the simulation making
its surface flat. Then, the top plate was placed on the granular material and the sample was
allowed to gain its equilibrium one more time.
Specimens, prepared in the way described above, were used in the second part of the
simulation, called direct shear stage. During this stage, the top frame of the box was moving
with one of two considered speeds (0.5 or 1.0 mm/min), causing shearing of the granular
material. Similarly to laboratory tests, trajectories of 6 particles were monitored in every
simulations. Those 6 particles were chosen based on the distances of their initial positions and
the initial positions of particles monitored during the empirical experiments. The particles
corresponding to the shortest distances were chosen.
Shear box used in the numerical simulations was massless and had the same geometrical
dimensions as the one used in laboratory experiments. Masses and geometrical dimensions
of top plates were the same as those from the laboratory tests.
Granular material consisted of perfect spheres with diameters of 2.84 mm. Particles were
made of glass having following mechanical parameters: density, % = 2500 mkg3 ; Young’s modulus Y = 50×109 Pa; Poisson’s Ratio ν = 0.3. Mechanical parameters of container’s walls were
given the same values. Coefficients of restitution between particles and between particles
and walls were set to 0.658 [5]. Corresponding friction coefficients were equal to 0.7 [6], see
Tabs. 3.30Mechanical parameters of particles used in simulations.Mechanical parameters of particles used in simulations.table.caption.90 and 3.31Mechanical parameters describing contacts used
in simulations.Mechanical parameters describing contacts used in simulations.table.caption.91.
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Table 3: Mechanical parameters of particles used in simulations.
 
Material % mkg3
Y [Pa]
ν
Granular
Glass
2500 50 × 109 0.3
material
Table 4: Mechanical parameters describing contacts used in simulations.
Parameter
Value

2.2

µp−p
0.7

µp−w
0.7

cr,p−p cr,p−w
0.658 0.658

Numerical Side of the Direct Shear Test Simulations

General information on numerical side of simulations was given in Section ??. In this section
values of the numerical parameters used in simulations of direct shear test were presented,
see Tab. 3.32Values of numerical parameters used in simulations.Values of numerical parameters
used in simulationstable.caption.92.
After a closer analysis of Tab. 3.32Values of numerical parameters used in simulations.Values
of numerical parameters used in simulationstable.caption.92, reader could ask a question why
different values of maximum number of iterations were used in simulations with granular
material packed loosely (MNoI = 200) and densely (MNoI = 500). The answer is
following: in dense case, particles were arranged in a controlled way (via hexagonal closed
packing). This is a reason why their motion could be determined a priori, and more iterations
per time step were needed in providing results correct from physical view point (or matching
experimental data).
On the other hand, granular material packed loosely introduces certain randomness to the
mechanical system. This randomness is caused by a lack of control on the initial arrangement
of settled particles, which were poured into the container. Thus, even though less iterations
per time step were taken, results matched experimental data to a satisfactory extent. In
other words, the randomness present in mechanical system allowed us to take less number
of iterations per time step and still keep the results in an acceptable range of correctness.
Table 5: Values of numerical parameters used in simulations.
Iterations;

∗∗

∗ MNoI

- Maximum Number of

CRS - Contact Recovery Speed.

Case

Approach
DEM-P
Dense
DEM-C
DEM-P
Loose
DEM-C

time step [s]
2 × 10−6
9 × 10−4
2 × 10−6
2 × 10−4
8

MNoI∗
500
200

CRS∗∗ [ ms ]
1.0
1.0

2.3

Results

In this section results obtained from simulations of direct shear test with PIV were presented and compared to the experimental data published in [4]. During the experiments and
simulations trajectories of six particles were monitored, see Figs. 5 and 6.
When it comes to the empirical tests with granular material packed loosely, experimental
data comes from single experiments (i. e. one test for each of six cases: 3 inclined angles
× 2 shearing speeds). Based on the results coming form simulations, we observed that the
initial arrangement of particles can impact the trajectories. Even if two samples are considered as packed loosely, different initial arrangements of their particles can impact sample’s
anisotropy. This implies shearing planes of different orientations occurring in different places.
We believe that running more than one experiment for each of six above-mentioned cases
and calculating an average trajectories would be useful.
We decided to run four different scenarios of shear test with loosely packed fill-out;
in each scenario initial arrangement of particles was random. Numerical results presented
in this section are average results of those four scenarios, see Fig. 6. Outcomes coming
from four above-mentioned scenarios were presented in Section 3.3.2Impact of the shearing
velocity on the results of dense caseImpact of the shearing velocity on the results of dense
casesubsection.3.3.2.
Similarly to the experiments with granular material packed loosely, the results from
dense case scenario come from single experiments (i. e. one test for each of six cases:
3 inclined angles × 2 shearing speeds). Since, there was no factor of randomness in the
initial arrangement of particles (they always formed a hexagonally-close-packed grid), one
run of empirical (as well as numerical) test was enough.
Shearing speeds used in the laboratory tests were low (0.5 and 1.0 mm/min) and led to
lengthy experiments, which needed to be duplicated in simulations. A pilot simulations using
complementarity and penalty approaches were carried out at the actual lab shearing speeds.
They took about 23 days to complete using DEM-C and would take approximately 54 days
using DEM-P. This is a reason why the sensitivity analysis with respect to the shearing
speed Vsh was conducted on. The purpose of the analysis was to understand to what extent
increase of the shearing speed would impact the numerical results. All simulations were run
using one thread on an i5-4300M CPU @ 2.0 GHz processor.
Results from simulations based on both DEM-P and DEM-C showed little sensitivity to
shearing velocity. We managed running DEM-P-based simulations for Vsh,sim ≥ 4 mm/min;
i.e., shearing speed at least four times faster than the experimental one. Since DEM-C-based
simulations were from two to six times faster than those using DEM-P (see Tabs. 3.6A comparison of execution time of computations using penalty and complementarity approaches. Particles
packed densely. Simulations with 1311 bodies.A comparison of execution time of computations
using penalty and complementarity approaches. Particles packed densely. Simulations with 1311
bodiestable.caption.96 and 3.7A comparison of execution time of computations using penalty and
complementarity approaches. Particles packed loosely. Simulations with 1154 bodies.A compar-
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(a) Granular material packed loosely; incline
angle of 18◦ ; shearing speed of 1.0 mm/min.

(b) Granular material packed densely; incline
angle of 24◦ ; shearing speed of 0.5 mm/min.

Figure 4: Particle arrangement comparison at the end of the shear test. Snapshots come from:
experiment (top); simulation (bottom); random loose packing (left); hexagonal closed packing
(right). Trajectories of six particles, marked in red, were monitored.
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ison of execution time of computations using penalty and complementarity approaches. Particles
packed loosely. Simulations with 1154 bodiestable.caption.97), we managed to run some of

them with Vsh equal to the actual speed used in laboratory, Vsh,sim = Vsh,exp . Different
shearing speeds did not lead to big changes in particles trajectories (maybe except for simulations with a sample packed densely in shear box inclined at 18◦ ). We also observed that
the numerical results coming from DEM-C-based simulations were closer to the experimental
ones when Vsh,sim was faster.
In Figs. 5 and 6 numerical results were presented and compared to the experimental
data. Outcomes coming from simulations where shearing velocity was 500 times larger than
the one used in lab tests were presented. Additionally, we showed trajectories coming from
simulations with the slowest Vsh,sim ’s we managed to run the simulations with, and keep the
execution time reasonable. DEM-C was fast enough to allow us running simulations with the
actual lab shearing speed (it took at most 23 days; thus α = β = 1). Simulations using DEMP were slower (54 days at most) so we run simulations of dense case with Vsh,sim ≥ 8 mm/sec
(α = 16, β = 8) and with Vsh,sim ≥ 4 mm/sec of loose case (α = 8, β = 4). Results for
Vsh,sim ×500 were presented to show that they match experimental data better when DEM-C
is used, and that DEM-P-based simulations are not very sensitive to values of Vsh,sim .
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Trajectories of selected particles obtained from simulation and lab experiments. Particles
packed densely. Shear box inclined at: (a) 18◦ (b) 24◦ (c) 30◦ . Two plots are provided in each
sub-figure; left plot corresponds to Vsh = 0.5 mm/min and right one Vsh = 1.0 mm/min. Two sets
of trajectories obtained in simulations were presented. First set presents the results with shearing
velocity 500 times larger than the one used in laboratory (Vsh × 500). Second set consists of results
obtained for the simulations with shearing velocities closer to those used in experiments. Due to
the long execution times of simulations based on DEM-P, the slowest shearing velocities were equal
to 8 mm/min (i. e. Vsh,sim ≥ 8mm/min; α = 16, β = 8). Computations using DEM-C were faster
and allowed sample to be sheared with velocities12used in empirical test (α = β = 1).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Trajectories of selected particles obtained from simulation and lab experiments. Particles
packed loosely. Shear box inclined at: (a) 18◦ (b) 24◦ (c) 30◦ . Two plots are provided in each
sub-figure; left plot corresponds to Vsh = 0.5 mm/min and right one Vsh = 1.0 mm/min. Two sets
of trajectories obtained in simulations were presented. First set presents the results with shearing
velocity 500 times larger than the one used in laboratory (Vsh × 500). Second set consists of results
obtained for the simulations with shearing velocities closer to those used in experiments. Due to
the long execution times of simulations based on DEM-P, the slowest shearing velocities were equal
to 4 mm/min (i. e. Vsh,sim ≥ 4mm/min; α = 8, β = 4). Computations using DEM-C were faster
and allowed sample to be sheared with velocities13used in empirical test (α = β = 1).

2.4

Performance analysis

Execution time of direct shear test with PIV simulation is discussed in this section. As
mentioned previously, simulations consisted of two parts: settling and direct shear stages.
Two different source codes were used in simulating settling part with granular material
packed densely and loosely. The latter stage was identical for both cases.
In settling stage with granular material packed densely, particles were arranged in singlelayered grid via hexagonally packing. They were placed in a shear box with a plate on their
surface (this top plate was present only in simulations with apparatus inclined at 24◦ and
30◦ ). Sample prepared in such way were given 1.0 second of simulation time to gain their
equilibrium state.
In the loose case, granular material was poured into the container and was given 1 second
of time simulated to gain its equilibrium. Free surface of the settled sample was not flat,
thus a couple of granular material’s top rows were removed from simulation. After making
the top surface flat, top plate was placed on the sample’s surface and mechanical system was
allowed to gain its equilibrium state once again (1 second of simulation time).
Such samples of settled granular material were used in the second part of simulation,
called direct shear test stage. As written in Section 2.3, sensitivity analysis of shearing
velocity impact on the results was conducted on. The reason we mentioned about it in a
section about performance is that the simulations with slower shearing velocities took more
simulation time (what naturally impacted execution time as well).
For example, numerical calculations with the actual shearing velocity (Vsh,sim = 1.0 mm/min)
last 600 seconds (10 minutes) of simulation time. Simulation with 500 times faster sharing
velocity (Vsh,sim = 1.0×500 mm/min) last 1.2 seconds only. Simulations with Vsh,sim = 0.5×
α mm/min (where α ∈ {1, . . . , 500}) were twice longer than the corresponding simulations
with Vsh1.0 . E. g., they took 2.4 seconds of simulation time when Vsh,sim = 0.5×500 mm/min
or 1200 seconds (20 minutes) when Vsh,sim = 0.5 mm/min.
The analysis of performance showed that simulations based on DEM-C were from 2
to 6 times faster than ones based on DEM-P. All simulations were run using 1 thread of
an Intel ES-2650 v3 @ 2.30 Ghz. Results were summarized in Tabs. from 3.6A comparison of execution time of computations using penalty and complementarity approaches. Particles
packed densely. Simulations with 1311 bodies.A comparison of execution time of computations
using penalty and complementarity approaches. Particles packed densely. Simulations with 1311
bodiestable.caption.96 to 3.7A comparison of execution time of computations using penalty and
complementarity approaches. Particles packed loosely. Simulations with 1154 bodies.A comparison of execution time of computations using penalty and complementarity approaches. Particles
packed loosely. Simulations with 1154 bodiestable.caption.97.
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Table 6: A comparison of execution time of computations using penalty and complementarity
approaches. Particles packed densely. Simulations with 1311 bodies. Length of execution times
for calculations with Vsh0.5 would be twice longer.

Settling Stage

Length of Time
Simulated (LoTS) [s]

Execution time

DEM-P
DEM-C

1.0

1 h 9 min
13 min

Direct Shear Stage
DEM-P
DEM-C

Length of Time
Simulated (LoTS)
1.2 seconds
600 seconds (10 min)
1.2 seconds
600 seconds (10 min)

Shearing Velocity
Vsh1.0 × 500
Vsh1.0
Vsh1.0 × 500
Vsh1.0

Execution time
1 h 21 min
≈ 27 days
22 min
4 days 18 hours

Table 7: A comparison of execution time of computations using penalty and complementarity
approaches. Particles packed loosely. Simulations with 1154 bodies. Length of execution times
for calculations with Vsh0.5 would be twice longer.

Settling Stage
Part 1
DEM-P
Part 2
Whole Simulation
Part 1
DEM-C
Part 2
Whole Simulation
Direct Shear Stage
DEM-P
DEM-C

Length of Time
Simulated (LoTS) [s]
1.0
1.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
2.0

Shearing Velocity
Vsh1.0 × 500
Vsh1.0
Vsh1.0 × 500
Vsh1.0

Execution time
43 min
58 min
1 h 41 min
18 min
27 min
45 min

Length of Time
Simulated (LoTS)
1.2 seconds
600 seconds (10 min)
1.2 seconds
600 seconds (10 min)
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Execution time
1 h 4 min
≈ 25 days
34 min
11 days 16 hours

3
3.1

Additional Analyses
Impact of the initial arrangements of particles on the results

In this section we presented results coming from simulations of four scenarios of direct shear
test with granular material packed loosely. Each of those scenarios differs from each other
in initial arrangement of particles. In Figs. 3.7Sensitivity analysis of shearing velocity impact
on the trajectories of monitored particles. Granular material packed loosely. Scenario 1.Sensitivity
analysis of shearing velocity impact on the trajectories of monitored particles. Granular material
packed loosely. Scenario 1figure.caption.98 - 3.10Sensitivity analysis of shearing velocity impact
on the trajectories of monitored particles. Granular material packed loosely. Scenario 4.Sensitivity
analysis of shearing velocity impact on the trajectories of monitored particles. Granular material
packed loosely. Scenario 4figure.caption.101 we showed four sets of plots, each set corresponds

to one of those initial arrangements. Those plots showed that different initial positions of
grains impacts trajectories of six monitored particles.
Additionally, in every plot results concerning sensitivity analysis of shearing velocity were
showed. Shearing speeds used in the laboratory tests were low (0.5 and 1.0 mm/min) and led
to lengthy experiments, which needed to be duplicated in simulations. A pilot simulations
using complementarity and penalty approaches were carried out at the actual lab shearing
speeds. They took about 23 days to complete using DEM-C and would take approximately
50 days using DEM-P (Tab. 3.7A comparison of execution time of computations using penalty
and complementarity approaches. Particles packed loosely. Simulations with 1154 bodies.A comparison of execution time of computations using penalty and complementarity approaches. Particles
packed loosely. Simulations with 1154 bodiestable.caption.97). This is a reason why the sen-

sitivity analysis with respect to the shearing speed Vsh was conducted on. The purpose of
the analysis was to understand to what extent increase of the shearing speed would impact
the numerical results.
Results from simulations based on both DEM-P and DEM-C showed little sensitivity to
shearing velocity. We managed running DEM-P-based simulations for Vsh,sim ≥ 4 mm/min;
i.e., shearing speed at least four times faster than the experimental one. Since DEM-C-based
simulations were about two times faster than those using DEM-P (see Tab.3.7A comparison of execution time of computations using penalty and complementarity approaches. Particles
packed loosely. Simulations with 1154 bodies.A comparison of execution time of computations
using penalty and complementarity approaches. Particles packed loosely. Simulations with 1154
bodiestable.caption.97), we managed to run some of them with Vsh equal to the actual speed

used in laboratory, Vsh,sim = Vsh,exp . Different shearing speeds did not lead to big changes in
particles trajectories.
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DEM-C

DEM-P

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 7: Sensitivity analysis of shearing velocity impact on the trajectories of monitored particles.
Granular material packed loosely and with initial arrangement of its particles from Scenario 1.
Shear box inclined at: (a, b) 18◦ ; (c, d) 24◦ ; (e, f) 30◦ . Simulations using: (a, c, e) DEM-P
and (b, d, f) DEM-C approaches. Two plots are provided in each sub-figure; left plot corresponds
to Vsh = 0.5 mm/min and right one Vsh = 1.0 mm/min.
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DEM-C

DEM-P

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 8: Sensitivity analysis of shearing velocity impact on the trajectories of monitored particles.
Granular material packed loosely and with initial arrangement of its particles from Scenario 2.
Shear box inclined at: (a, b) 18◦ ; (c, d) 24◦ ; (e, f) 30◦ . Simulations using: (a, c, e) DEM-P
and (b, d, f) DEM-C approaches. Two plots are provided in each sub-figure; left plot corresponds
to Vsh = 0.5 mm/min and right one Vsh = 1.0 mm/min.
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DEM-C

DEM-P

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 9: Sensitivity analysis of shearing velocity impact on the trajectories of monitored particles.
Granular material packed loosely and with initial arrangement of its particles from Scenario 3.
Shear box inclined at: (a, b) 18◦ ; (c, d) 24◦ ; (e, f) 30◦ . Simulations using: (a, c, e) DEM-P
and (b, d, f) DEM-C approaches. Two plots are provided in each sub-figure; left plot corresponds
to Vsh = 0.5 mm/min and right one Vsh = 1.0 mm/min.
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DEM-C

DEM-P

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 10: Sensitivity analysis of shearing velocity impact on the trajectories of monitored particles.
Granular material packed loosely and with initial arrangement of its particles from Scenario 4.
Shear box inclined at: (a, b) 18◦ ; (c, d) 24◦ ; (e, f) 30◦ . Simulations using: (a, c, e) DEM-P
and (b, d, f) DEM-C approaches. Two plots are provided in each sub-figure; left plot corresponds
to Vsh = 0.5 mm/min and right one Vsh = 1.0 mm/min.
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3.2

Impact of the shearing velocity on the results of dense case

In this section results concerning sensitivity analysis of shearing velocity were described. The
results came from simulations of direct shear test with granular material packed densely. In
opposite to numerical tests with granular material packed loosely – there was no need for
running multiple simulations and calculations average trajectories of monitored particles.
Here, granular sample was arranged in one layer via hexagonally close packing. Because of
such arrangement of initial positions, motion of particles was determined a priori. Thus, to
find trajectory of certain particle it was enough to run only one simulation.
Shearing speeds used in the laboratory tests were low (0.5 and 1.0 mm/min) and led
to lengthy experiments, which needed to be duplicated in simulations. A pilot simulations
using complementarity and penalty approaches were carried out at the actual lab shearing
speeds. They took about 10 days to complete using DEM-C and would take approximately 54
days using DEM-P (see Tab. 3.6A comparison of execution time of computations using penalty
and complementarity approaches. Particles packed densely. Simulations with 1311 bodies.A
comparison of execution time of computations using penalty and complementarity approaches.
Particles packed densely. Simulations with 1311 bodiestable.caption.96). This is a reason why

the sensitivity analysis with respect to the shearing speed Vsh was conducted on. The purpose
of the analysis was to understand to what extent increase of the shearing speed would impact
the numerical results.
Results from simulations based on both DEM-P and DEM-C showed little sensitivity to
shearing velocity. We managed running DEM-P-based simulations for Vsh,sim ≥ 8 mm/min;
i.e., shearing speed at least eight times faster than the experimental one. Since DEM-C-based
simulations were about six times faster than those using DEM-P (see Tabs. 3.6A comparison of execution time of computations using penalty and complementarity approaches. Particles
packed densely. Simulations with 1311 bodies.A comparison of execution time of computations
using penalty and complementarity approaches. Particles packed densely. Simulations with 1311
bodiestable.caption.96), we managed to run them with Vsh equal to the actual speed used

in laboratory, Vsh,sim = Vsh,exp . Different shearing speeds did not lead to big changes in
particles trajectories (maybe except for simulations with a sample in shear box inclined at
18◦ ). We also observed that the numerical results coming from DEM-C-based simulations
were closer to the experimental ones when Vsh,sim was faster.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11: Sensitivity analysis of shearing velocity impact on the trajectories of monitored particles.
Granular material packed densely. Simulations based on DEM-P method. Shear box inclined at:
(a,) 18◦ ; (b) 24◦ ; (c) 30◦ . Two plots are provided in each sub-figure; left plot corresponds to
Vsh = 0.5 mm/min and right one Vsh = 1.0 mm/min.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 12: Sensitivity analysis of shearing velocity impact on the trajectories of monitored particles.
Granular material packed densely. Simulations based on DEM-C method. Shear box inclined at:
(a,) 18◦ ; (b) 24◦ ; (c) 30◦ . Two plots are provided in each sub-figure; left plot corresponds to
Vsh = 0.5 mm/min and right one Vsh = 1.0 mm/min.
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